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"This is my new favorite rom-com! The chemistry is SIZZLING and the characters had me screaming with laughter. A"This is my new favorite rom-com! The chemistry is SIZZLING and the characters had me screaming with laughter. A

must-read!" - Lila Monroe, Amazon bestselling author.must-read!" - Lila Monroe, Amazon bestselling author.

He's off-limits... and we're breaking all the rules!

I just landed my dream summer gig: working as a production assistant on TV's smash-hit reality show, Ever After.

Two months of sun and fun at the beach? Sign me up! Until the moment I come face to face with this season's

bachelor, racing's bad boy Dash - aka, the mysterious hottie I just hooked up with at a creepy motel off the I-80.

Can you say, awkward?

Dash is sexy, charming - and totally off-limits. But the chemistry between us is way too hot to ignore. He's playing to

win, and he's got his sights set on the prize: me!

Soon, the action is heating up off-screen. But between ratings-hungry producers, back-stage drama, and twelve of

the most cutthroat glamazon contestants known to womankind, I'm in way over my head. Can I find my happily-

ever-after, or will it be lights, camera, heartbreak?

The Bachelor gets a rom-com twist in Katie McCoy's hilarious, sexy new read!

**HOT BACHELOR is a full-length standalone rom-com with HEA. This bonus edition also includes another full-
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length romance by Katie, GAME ON. **
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